Government Framework
Ensuring Success and Reducing Risk with Technologies you Already Own
S O L U T I O N O V E R V I E W empower employees, and optimize technologies in order to help
Microsoft
is
enabling
digital
transformation for state and
local governments by providing
them access to innovative cloud,
productivity and business process
solutions. These transformative
technologies allow governments to
improve engagement with citizens,

operations. Office 365 and Azure
Cloud Services create an incredible
opportunity
for
governments
of all size to keep pace with the
demand for technology in a socially
connected, always-on world.
Taborda’s Government Framework
takes
advantage
of
these

governments be more sustainable,
prosperous,
and
economically
competitive using a simplified
approach. It helps governments
unlock their potential by delivering
innovative digital services allowing
staff the ability to focus on helping
citizens lead safer, healthier, and
more educated lives.

“The new user experience makes it so easy for our staff to find
the things that are important to them. The intuitive
design is user friendly and simple to navigate.”
- Catherine Kendall: CIO Department of Conservation
KEY BENEFITS OF OUR FRAMEWORK
Tailored Efficiency:
Quick and easy one-to-many communication that can be
tailored to the audience and specific need.
Widespread Access:
Access to personal workspaces regardless of type.
Straightforward Navigation:
Simple and intuitive navigation to help direct users to key
information.
Comprehensive Employee Management:
Employee search by key words, department, or other custom
keywords.
Attractive User Experience:
The engaging user interface helps with user adoption.
Reduces Cost:
Our framework eliminates many of the false starts
organizations make and focuses on driving better business
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S O L U T I O N F E A T U R E S However, Government IT quickly based
While Office 365 and Azure provide
governments with many powerful
capabilities, there is no clear
roadmap for easily implementing
them in a way that meets a customer’s
expectations. With the potential of
having access to technology normally
unavailable, Government IT is initially
excited about the potential and
prospect of truly helping their users.

on
best
practices
as it relates to Governments, not Microsoft. For example, many governments need/want auditing turned on
so they can track access and monitor activity. By default, Office 365 has
audit turned off. Many governments
do not want to allow anonymous
external document sharing, and
would prefer to manage the exterThe Framework helps Govern- nal groups that it shares information
ment IT take control of their Office with. Our process turns this off. Our365 Tenant by tuning the tenant. Framework is built for government,
Tuning the tenant is an automated
process for configuring Office 365
becomes
overwhelmed
and
frustrated by the sheer volume of
available tools and no clear way
of capitalizing on their potential.
Government IT then becomes
burdened with the high expectations
of their end-users with no easy way
of achieving them.

keeping in mind the unique requirements of
the public sector. Office 365 is more than just
a place to store documents. The framework
goes beyond just storing documents. The
framework includes finding people, accessing critical business information and news,
real-time alerting, compiling departmental
calendars and events, and providing staff
with a fully responsive, simple, single-point
of entry to access all of their critical information, regardless of device or browser.

OUR CLOSING THOUGHTS

Taborda’s Government Framework pre-configures many of the technologies that enable
Government IT to quickly create a comprehensive government portal. The implementation is expedited while reducing the potential risk missteps or false starts can cause.

Our framework was developed through many conversations with
state and local government subject matter experts, during the
implementation of their intranets; influenced by lessons learned.
These lessons learned have been codified into a framework that
customers can utilize, implementing what makes sense for them
and discarding what does not. Our framework is a flexible way of
quickly achieving the overall objective of improving engagement
with citizens, empowering employees, and optimizing operations.

To learn more, please contact Bill Gaylor at
bill.gaylor@tabordasolutions.com
Any form of reproduction, dissemination, copying, disclosure, modification,
distribution and/or publication of this material is strictly prohibited.
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